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About Us
Catering for automobile and power industries with high-test Power Transmission
Equipment, Automobile Parts and Products Conveying Accessories for the last 18 years,
we, SHAH ENGINEERING CORPORATION, have established credibility and and sterling
reputation in the market. SHAH ENGINEERING CORPORATION is a leading
Manufacturer, Exporter, Supplier and Trader of Chains, Roller Chains, Roller Chain
Sprockets, Couplings, Vibration Mounting, Gears and Pulleys, etc. These products are
manufactured with the employment of advanced technology and techniques, ensuring
enduring service-life, reliability, optimum functionality and operations. Our well integrated
manufacturing plant enables us to develop and custom-design these products with
precision and excellence.
We sincerely keep into account the measures required to make our products ultimate in
features and ﬂawless in performance. We specialize in designing and developing all types
of highly advanced range of power transmission equipment and product conveying
accessories like roller chains, chain sprockets, couplings, etc. On the base of superior
designs and features of our products, we have won the trust of hundreds of customers
including L&T and CEAT Ltd.

Assured Quality
We dedicatedly follow quality controlling norms at all production and designing stages.
We have developed in-house quality validation department that is outﬁtted with cuttingedge technology, helping our quality analysts to carry out the inspection activities with
ease and accuracy. Further, the raw materials such as Cast Iron, Steel Sheets, Mild Steel,
EN 8, EN 9, EN 24, etc. are used for the manufacturing process that ensure optimum
reliability and functionality of the products. We house a team of well qualiﬁed automobile
engineers, who ensure supply of ﬂawless products to the end users. Our name symbolizes
quality, precision, perfection and total customer satisfaction.

Infrastructural Setup
Our manufacturing unit is fully outﬁtted with a series of advanced manufacturing
machines and equipment to ensure smooth and fast production process. The entire
manufacturing process is carried out by our expert professionals, who ensure maximum
utilization of the available resources. Our workforce includes industry's leading
professionals such as engineers, designers.

Our Products

Aluminium Timing Pulley

Timing Pulley

V Belt Pulley

Roller Chains

Diamond Chains

Conveyor Sprocket

Roller Chain Drives

Industrial Conveyor Sprockets

Tyre Coupling

Roller Chain Sprockets

Falk Gear Couplings

Ktr Coupling
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